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I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks have been widely applied in civil and military industries. Especially for monitoring targets in critical areas of some fields such as logistics management, moving vehicle location and anti-terrorism etc., maneuvering target tracking has been extensively researched [1] [2] [3] . Among numerous target tracking algorithms, IMM algorithm has been widely applied. For example, a multiple model adaptive estimation algorithm was designed in Ref. [4] . Kalman residual filtering was time correlated to calculate the assumed conditional possibility of each model. A fuzzy method was used to select Kalman filter in Ref. [5] , which made model number in IMM algorithm adaptively adjusted. In this paper' IMM algorithm, maneuvering acceleration of target was first estimated according to current statistical model. Then rough logic was utilized to determine the posterior probability of the model to conduct tracking model adaptation in order to select a model closest to the movement condition of the current tracking target, and an RSAIMM tracking algorithm was put forward. This algorithm decreased computing burden of the system owing to the selection of less models involved in tracking filtering as well as improved response speed and accuracy.
II. MOVEMENT MODEL OF TARGET NODE
Tracking system of maneuvering target was described by target movement model and observation model. Nearly all of tracking methods are model-based tracking methods. Common model has been described by dynamic state space based on Bayesian framework as follows. ) , ( Core of tracking problem was movement model through which numerous model-based filtering methods could be applied. Constant Velocity (CV) model has usually been utilized to describe weak and non maneuvering point target state. It was an earliest simple model usually used for analysis on performance of tracking algorithm. However, when target took a sudden stop or turn, continuous selection of CV model would make tracking performance worse, even result in target missing. Therefore, Constant Acceleration (CA) movement model (maneuvering model) was added to research of adaptive distributed target tracking.
Target movement equations described by CV and CA model were as follows.
Non maneuvering model (CV). If target moved at constant velocity, then target state equation was Equation
was Gaussian random sequence with zero average and variance matrix Q. Accelerations in two coordinate directions were independent and had the same variance 2 a σ ,
The corresponding observation equation was (4).
Where
, V was white noise with zero average, covalence R and unrelated to W. Maneuvering model (CA). If target moved with a constant acceleration, then its state equation could be expressed as Equation (5) .
Where Suppose that target was in a two dimensional planar motion. The purpose of tracking was to estimate the target state. For WSN single target tracking, movement model of the target was expressed by state space model as Equation (6): represented velocity on x axis and y axis, respectively; A was state transition matrix.
Where 2 I was a two dimensional unit matrix. t was observation period.
was system noise. Then measurement equation could be expressed as Equation (8) .
Where k d denoted the distance between target and node.
θ denoted angle between target and node. k v denoted measurement noise.
III. ADAPTIVE MODEL BASED ON RS NEURAL NETWORK

A. Reduction method of WSN movement model information
Since the diversity of WSN movement model and severity of service environments result in insufficiency and uncertainty of information, it is very difficult to accurately diagnose WSN movement model. Rough Set (RS) theory has the ability to deal with indiscernible phenomena using inadequate information or knowledge and to classify data according to some observed or measured inaccurate results [4] . Especially for data reduction, on the premise of limited WSN node energy, it is easy to realize on-line movement model with low energy consumption. Redundant attributes of WSN movement model were eliminated according to attribute reduction algorithm of the RS theory in this paper, thus achieving the goal of reducing data and improving accuracy and efficiency of the movement model. Data reduction is defined as follows: delete redundant, unrelated or unimportant data to make data classification simple and clear under the condition of maintaining the same data attribute ability, Attribute reduction of the decision table was treated by data reduction in this paper so that a record in the decision table represented a class of samples with the same rule and characteristics and the decision rule had a high degree of adaptability. Specifically speaking, an attribute reduction algorithm based on improved differentiable matrix and logic operation was utilized to realize the movement model [5] .
Reduction method of WSN movement model information using RS was as follows:
U was a universe, P was an equivalent relation family defined within U ，a set composed of all the absolute necessity relationships was referred to as absolute core of P , ) (P CORE [6] .
and Q was independent, then Q was called an absolute reduction of P . The absolute core was not equal but belonging to reduction. The core equaled to the intersection of all the reductions Suppose decision table system
S was the knowledge representation system corresponding to the decision system of WSN movement model;
were called condition attribute set and decision attribute set, which corresponded to attribute set of fault symptom and attribute set of fault type, respectively; } ,..., , { 2 1 n x x x U = was a universe corresponding to object set of the diagnosed nodes; )
was value of diagnosed node within the fault symptom attribute. ) , ( j i C D was represented as the element at the crossing of Line i and Column j within a differentiable matrix. The differentiable matrix ) ( j i x m was defined as Equation (10).
The differentiable matrix was a symmetric matrix and only the upper triangular or lower triangular part of the differentiable matrix was necessary to be taken into consideration for the matrix. Known from the definition of differentiable matrix, D C was a set of all the attributes in which diagnosis objects i x and j x were differentiable.
Core and reduction of attribute set of the fault symptom P could be solved conveniently through the differentiable matrix. Here, the core could be defined as set of all the matrix terms in the differentiable matrix, which contained only one element, i.e.
(11) For operation of set inclusion relations, if attribute set P B ⊆ was a minimal attribute subset which satisfied the following conditions:
Then the attribute set P B ⊆ was a reduction of P . Algorithm of finding the satisfying condition attribute set P B ⊆ was as follows:
1) Calculate the differentiate matrix D C 。 2) Simplify the differentiate matrix. Remove the sets including single attribute elements and change values of the elements into 0 3) Set up corresponding disjunctive logic
4) Carry out conjunctive operation of all the disjunctive logic expressions ij T and then obtain a
6) Add the core attribute in 2) to each conjunctive term, thus each conjunctive term in the disjunctive normal form corresponded to the result of an attribute reduction.
RS adaptive neural network (RSANN) model was mainly composed of data acquisition, data preprocessing, rough set (RS) data processing, and integration decision of multiple sub-networks in adaptive neural network (ANN). Decision making model of RS neural network was shown in Fig.1 . 
B. Data acquisition and preprocessing
In data acquisition and preprocessing, sensor networks were mainly utilized to acquire and track related movement property information of nodes, then related data signal processing method was utilized to remove noise, process tendency item, extract movement feature and carry out other preprocessing work, thus obtaining samples of original movement model.
C. RS data processing
There are usually redundant information in original movement model samples obtained by data acquisition and data preprocessing. But neural network fails to judge what knowledge is redundant or useful, and what knowledge plays a greater or smaller role. Thanks to advantages of RS theory in large-amount data processing and redundant information elimination, etc., feature set of movement model which makes greater contribution to movement models was extracted from data samples. So that the amount of neural network training data was reduced and the issue of low processing speed due to large amount data for neural network algorithm was solved. In this way, the organic combination of complementary advantages in RS neural networks was realized.
RS data processing flow chart was shown in Fig.2 . 
D. Integration decision
Firstly, for each neural network, original topological structure of neural network was determined according to the minimum tracking model feature obtained by RS data processing. Then training sample set related to the minimum tracking model feature was used to train each sub-network and to establish mapping relationship between movement feature and tracking model. Next, training sample set was used to test integration neural network. Finally, results of model adaptation were obtained through voting of each sub-network.
Since weight of each model was calculated according to estimated acceleration value, the key of the algorithm was estimation accuracy of acceleration. Firstly, current statistical model was employed to estimate acceleration value of the target. Then, rough logic was used to decide feature set of posterior model in multiple model system. Computing space (i.e. maneuvering range of target) was divided into i regions called i rough sets. One model was defined within each region and center of the number i rough set was defined as reference acceleration of the model and denoted as u i . When the actual acceleration ) (k a approached to rough set region with the center of u i , the number i model (Kalman filter) corresponding to u i should be the most adaptive target in current maneuvering condition. Therefore, effectiveness of each model was defined by measuring similarity between ) (k a and u i , and feature of the model was determined by membership function )) ( ( k a µ instead of computing by probabilistic method [6] .
The artificial neural network ensemble diagnosis was shown in Fig.3 . 
A. Current statistical model
For maneuvering target tracking by current statistical model, there was no need for maneuvering detection of target, thus eliminating time delay during target tracking. The computing amount of tracking algorithm was small and the model reflected real change of target's maneuvering range and intensity. The model was able to recognize the average of maneuvering acceleration while estimating target state, thus the distribution of acceleration was real-time corrected and fed back into the next time's filtering gain so that closed loop adaptive tracking was realized. Relationship between the estimated acceleration average and variance can be used to set up the corresponding adaptive algorithm to maneuvering acceleration's average and variance. Therefore, current statistical model was employed to estimate acceleration value [7] .
Considering the case of one-dimensional system, discrete state equation was
was average of random maneuvering acceleration, ) (k w was Gaussian white noise with zero-mean variance ) (k Q , ) (k V was Gaussian observation noise with zero-mean variance ) (k R and T was sampling period. If only target location observation data with noise was used in Equation (4),
State estimation value of target could be obtained using standard Kalman filtering equation according to Equations (16) and (17). In actual filtering application, when one-step prediction )
was viewed as instantaneous current acceleration of k T (i.e. average of random maneuvering acceleration), adaptive algorithm for the average of acceleration could be obtained [8] [9] . Therefore, suppose 
Adaptive algorithm for maneuvering acceleration variance could be obtained using the relationship between ) / ( k k x and 2 a σ , and it could be seen that system noise variance Q was proportional to acceleration variance 2 a σ , that is to say,
Where max a and max − a denoted the maximum positive and negative maneuvering accelerations, respectively. It could be seen from Equation (33) For some determined values of max a and max − a , when target maneuvering acceleration was greater, system variance was smaller and tracking accuracy was higher; however, when maneuvering acceleration was smaller, i.e. the target was weaker in maneuvering, system variance was greater and tracking accuracy was smaller, demonstrating that maneuvering change within a wider range could not necessarily ensure higher tracking accuracy.
It could be seen that for this model and algorithm, since system parameters max a and max − a could not be adjusted during tracking process, the adjustment of system variance was limited. For target with movement acceleration changed over a large range, it was hard to compromise between tracking speed and tracking accuracy.
B. Parallel adaptive filters
In order to adjust max a and max − a adaptively during tracking process, and adaptively adjust state noise variance Q according to target maneuvering conditions, to further improve tracking accuracy, a double filter parallel structure based on RSANN was utilized on the basis of two kinds of modes determined in part Ⅲ by rough decision, as shown in Fig.4 Full state feedback was utilized in this algorithm in order to employ state information on location, velocity and acceleration of target. In order to overcome effects of noise, feature vector, i.e. input of RSANN was chosen as prediction error norm of the two filters and its component was [ ] 
[ ] 
Where β was coefficient of relative measurement error; Simulation experiment was employed on Lenevo Kaiday M715E/E7500 computers with dual-core, 2.93GHz clock speed and 3MB cache. Monte Carlo simulation time for 100 periods with IMM algorithm was 20.625s, and computation time with RSAIMM algorithm was 16.156s, which manifested that the computation amount with RSAIMM algorithm was less than standard IMM algorithm owing to faster convergence speed with RSAIMM algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In order to effectively monitor the distribution of personnel, vehicle, goods or equipment, etc., eliminate the effect of complex environment on localization and tracking of fast-maneuvering target, and improve tracking precision further, an RSAIMM-based adaptive tracking algorithm with RS neural network double filter parallel structure was proposed. When target moved between maneuvering and non-maneuvering, RS neural network output adaptive feature value online automatically, to adapt to movement of target with accurate enough system variance and maintain high precision tracking of target state.
